
America has lost its soul© 
 It traded the moral responsibility to prevent human rights abuse for personal 

convenience in 1973. “America the beautiful” has died. Feminist “convenience” and 

their pathetic male accomplices have legally desecrated the freedom of unborn 

Americans to enjoy life, liberty and their pursuit of happiness. Compounding this 

travesty of human rights violations is the direct involvement of the medical profession 

which abandoned “Do no harm” for the financial reward that followed and to their 

great shame. Fifty million barbarically destroyed souls later, America elects a leader 

(Obama) who would be comfortable aborting a grandchild (his own words) if one of 

his daughters makes a “mistake”. To claim in recent polls that America is a pro-life 

nation is ludicrous beyond the pale and is in stark contrast to the recent election of that 

same man who proudly announced for Planned Parenthood’s benefit that, he “would 

not yield”. This leader (and his political party) is determined to protect feminists and 

abortionists, legally deny any birth, (which is every soul-in-the-womb’s God-given 

right) if that birth is “inconvenient”. 

A “women’s right to choose” is remarkable in its outright feminists hypocrisy for it 

denies the unborn American woman her right to be born. Twenty five million sisters-

in-the-womb tragically exterminated in the name of women’s rights demonstrates the 

profound depth of evil that the movement has achieved. There is no love for women 

born and unborn in abortion (abuse of women) by feminists, their male supporters and 

their political party. Abortion destroys a life and is love-less. 

 

Is America any better or worse since 1973? Once the sanctity of the womb was legally 

violated and no reversal followed, anything sacred was fair game and it was attacked. 

The assault has been successful. Abortion on demand was followed by deviance on 

demand and the “State” took to the task with equal enthusiasm. Approval of same sex 

unions (or marriage) is accelerating through the land. The leader (and his political 

party) is fully complicit in this and the forced indoctrination (vilest of child abuse) of 

our children by its proponents demonstrates another profound evil in which America is 

fully engaged. Deviance denies a life and is love-less. 

 

“Church” spouting lofty rhetoric without effect, is neutered effectively by the leader 

and his political party, the smoke and mirrors of “common ground” and the subtle but 

more effective threat of retaliation for any dissent deemed “political”. Any shepherd 

with out a staff is love-less. 

 

So “Church” and “State” sustain a symbiotic relationship to consummate evil (Human 

rights abuse of women and children) in the name of “freedom”. Pagan at its core! 

 America having truly lost its soul is love-less. 

 

Frank K. Porter Jr. 2009 

2018: Sixty+ millions denied life, liberty and pursuit of happiness. 


